Inverted duplicates are a type of repetitive DNA motifs consist of two copies of reverse complementary sequences separated by a spacer sequence. They can lead to genome instability and many may have no function, but some functional small RNAs are processed from hairpins transcribed from these elements. It is not clear whether the pervasive numbers of such elements in genomes, especially those of mammals, is the result of high generation rates of neutral or slightly deleterious duplication events or positive selection for functionality. To test the functionality of intergenic inverted duplicates without known functions, we used mirror duplicates, a type of repetitive DNA motifs with few reported functions and little potential to form hairpins when transcribed, as a nonfunctional control. We identified large numbers of inverted duplicates within intergenic regions of human and mouse genomes, as well as 19 other vertebrate genomes. Structure characterization of these inverted duplicates revealed higher proportion to form stable hairpins compared with converted mirror duplicates, suggesting that inverted duplicates may produce hairpin RNAs. Expression profiling across tissues demonstrated that 7.8% of human and 5.7% of mouse inverted duplicates were expressed even under strict criteria. We found that expressed inverted duplicates were more likely to be structurally stable than both unexpressed inverted duplicates and expressed converted mirror duplicates. By dating inverted duplicates in the vertebrate phylogenetic tree, we observed higher conservation of inverted duplicates than mirror duplicates. These observations support the notion that expressed inverted duplicates may be functional through forming hairpin RNAs.
Introduction
Over 98% of the human genome is outside protein-coding exons (Bernstein et al. 2012) , and two-thirds of the human genome may be repetitive or repeat-derived (de Koning et al. 2011) . Despite the prevalence of these sequences, our understanding of what role, if any, these sequences might play is rudimentary (Doolittle 2013) , which makes the functional analysis of repetitive elements an important problem in genomics.
Inverted duplicates (we use "inverted duplicates" instead of the commonly used term "inverted repeats" to indicate that they consist of two copies of sequences) are a specific category of repetitive elements. They consist of two reverse complementary sequences (termed as arms) and a spacer (! 0 nt in length) between the arms. They have been observed in the genomes of bacteria (Lillo et al. 2002) , yeast (Strawbridge et al. 2010) , flies (Chen et al. 2011) , mouse (Bollag and Liskay 1988) , and human (Warburton et al. 2004 ).
Multiple types of noncoding genes have been discovered (Khalil et al. 2009; Ruby et al. 2007 ) and if inverted duplicates are transcribed, they would be noncoding gene candidates. Transcription of inverted duplicates results in the formation of an RNA that is capable of forming dsRNA, or a hairpin, via base-pairing. The formation of secondary structures in noncoding RNAs is essential for known functional inverted duplicates (Castel and Martienssen 2013) . The secondary structures of RNAs are determined by both Watson-Crick (A-U and C-G) and wobble (G-U) base-pairings, and are usually assessed by thermodynamic stability; specifically, the predicted minimum free energy (MFE) structure (Hofacker 2003; McCaskill 1990; Zuker and Stiegler 1981) . These hairpins could subsequently be a substrate of Dicer for production of miRNAs, siRNAs, or other small functional RNAs. There are examples of miRNAs and endo-siRNAs, processed from hairpin RNAs transcribed from inverted duplicates, that function to suppress genes through silencing, mRNA degradation, or translational repression mechanisms (Castel and Martienssen 2013) . Additionally, some RNAs (e.g., rRNA, tRNA, snRNA, snoRNA, and lncRNA) use hairpin structures as scaffolding for complex assembly and/or catalytic activity (Azad 1979; Dick and Schamel 1995; Jady et al. 2012; Piekna-Przybylska et al. 2007; Rinn and Chang 2012) . However, it is unclear if inverted duplicates play any general role in biology and evolution. Indeed, there is evidence that many inverted duplicates are deleterious, as they lead to genomic instability by promoting chromosome rearrangements including those resulting in acentric and dicentric chromosomes (Darmon et al. 2010; Lobachev et al. 2000; Lu et al. 2015; Mizuno et al. 2009; Tanaka and Yao 2009) . For example, inverted duplicates of Alu (the major class of repetitive DNA of human genome [Schmid 1996 ]), stimulate intra and interchromosomal recombination when transformed into yeast, and appear to be under purging selection in the human genome (Lobachev et al. 2000) . In the classic mutation-selection balance theory (Li 1997) , the large numbers of inverted duplicates may be rapidly generated and then subsequently subjected to negative selection that purges them from the genome, but should any of these inverted duplicates become functional they could be retained.
Mirror duplicates (we use "mirror duplicates" instead of the commonly used term "mirror repeats" to indicate that they consist of two copies of sequences) are a realistic nonfunctional control essential for determining the functionality of inverted duplicates. By definition, mirror duplicates consist of two copies of reverse sequences separated by a spacer sequence, and thus simulated inverted duplicates can be produced by converting one arm of mirror duplicates to complementary sequence. Biologically, mirror duplicates, as well as inverted duplicates, are a type of repetitive DNA motifs that may induce transcriptional repression and genomic instability, including deletions, point mutations and translocations, in mammals (Bacolla et al. 2004 (Bacolla et al. , 2006 Liu et al. 2012; Sundararajan and Freudenreich 2011; Wang et al. 2008; Wang and Vasquez 2006) . Moreover, few mirror duplicates are reported to be functional (Bacolla et al. 2004 (Bacolla et al. , 2006 Liu et al. 2012; Sundararajan and Freudenreich 2011; Wang et al. 2008; Wang and Vasquez 2006) . Technically, mirror duplicates have similar definition as inverted duplicates, and can be identified by the same program with the same sensitivity (Warburton et al. 2004 ).
In the current study, we used mirror duplicates as a nonfunctional control to evaluate the functionality and related evolvability of intergenic inverted duplicates in human and mouse in four angles, including background distribution, folding probability, expression, and evolutionary age distribution. This study may facilitate our understanding on the roles of repetitive regions in complex mammalian genomes in their biology and evolution.
Materials and Methods

Genomes
Genome sequences of human (GRCh38/hg38), chimpanzee (panTro4), orangutan (ponAbe2), rhesus macaque (rheMac3), marmoset (calJac3), mouse (GRCm38/mm10), rat (rn6), guinea pig (cavPor3), rabbit (oryCun2), dog (canFam3), cow (bosTau8), armadillo (dasNov3), African elephant (loxAfr3), tenrec (echTel2), opossum (monDom5), platypus (ornAna1), chicken (galGal4), lizard (anoCar2), frog (xenTro3), fugu (fr3), and zebrafish (danRer10) were downloaded from the UCSC Genome Browser (Lindblad-Toh et al. 2011; Karolchik et al. 2014) . Simulated chromosomes in human and mouse were generated by randomly shuffling all nucleotides of real chromosomes with the command shuffleseq in the European Molecular Biology Open Software Suite (EMBOSS, v6.3.1) (Rice et al. 2000) . Chromosomes X and 7, which constitute 10% of both genomes, were simulated for 600 times.
Detection of Inverted and Mirror Duplicates
We used Inverted Repeats Finder (IRF, version 3.05; Warburton et al. 2004 ) on the human and mouse genomes and simulated chromosomes with randomly shuffled sequences to identify two types of sequences flanking a central axis of symmetry. The first were inverted duplicates, which is a sequence followed by its reverse complement. The second were control mirror duplicates, which is a sequence followed by its reverse. IRF searches for exact reverse-complement matches (for inverted duplicates) or reverse matches (for mirror duplicates) of 4-7 nt tuples between nonoverlapping segments of a sequence. The matched short tuple pairs centered in the same or nearly the same sites were clustered together for the calling of inverted duplicates and mirror duplicates. If the alignment of a matched tuple cluster exceeded a predefined minimum alignment score (Minscores), then it would be reported as an inverted duplicate or mirror duplicate. We assigned weights for each match (+2), mismatch (À3) and insertion/deletion (À5) to calculate scores for inverted duplicates and mirror duplicates (using the -mr command). The five parameters proportion of matches (PM) and indels (PI), minimum alignment score (Minscores), maximum arm length (MaxLength), and maximum spacer length (MaxLoop) influenced the number of identified inverted duplicates and mirror duplicates by IRF. We tuned parameters to maximize the number of human inverted duplicates returned with moderate consideration on the expense of machine time. First, to determine PM and PI, we set loose parameters as follows: Minscores (20), MaxLength (500,000), and MaxLoop (10,000), and varied parameters PM (80, 85, and 90) and PI (0 and 5). We identified the most inverted duplicates when PM = 80 and PI = 5, and thus examined other three parameters with determined PM (80) and PI (5). We found only 197 (0.003%) human inverted duplicates had arms >10,000 nt, and thus determine MaxLength to 10,000. We found the majority of inverted duplicates had spacer length 1,000 nt and the number of identified inverted duplicates decreased slowly with the increase of spacer length when spacer length was >1,000 nt. Furthermore, considering inverted duplicates with spacer length >1,000 nt were less likely to form hairpin structures, we thus determined MaxLoop to be 1,000. We found the number of identified inverted duplicates dropped rapidly with increasing IRF score, and thus determined MinScore to be 20.
Secondary Structure of Inverted Duplicates
The most stable secondary structure of a sequence is the minimum free energy (MFE) structure of the sequence. We predicted the MFE structures of RNAs encoded by inverted duplicates with the RNAfold program (v2.1.1, in the Vienna RNA Package) (Zuker and Stiegler 1981; McCaskill 1990; Hofacker 2003) . Briefly, we used a Perl script to extract the sequence of each inverted duplicate (including two arms and a spacer) and folded the sequence. Then, we filtered out the MFE structures with low stability (MFE > À15 kcal/mol, as applied in Lu et al. [2008] ), or those that could not form hairpins (parings between arms < 6, or stem length < 21 bp). We required a stable hairpin MFE structure have stem length ! 21 bp, because the length of mature miRNAs and siRNAs, which are embedded in the stems, are~22 nt (Ruby et al. 2007 ) and~21 nt (Zamore et al. 2000) , respectively.
As a control, we also predicted the MFE structures of RNAs encodedby converted mirror duplicates.We convertedthe right arms of mirror duplicates to complementary sequences and followed the process above to predict the secondary structures.
Classification of Inverted Duplicates
We classified inverted duplicates into genic and intergenic inverted duplicates based on the General Transfer Format (GTF) format gene annotation of human (GENCODE v24) and mouse (GENCODE vM9) downloaded from GENCODE (http://www.gencodegenes.org; last accessed March 25, 2017). The gene annotation includes both automatic annotation generated by Ensembl and manual annotation curated by HAVANA group at the Welcome Trust Sanger Institute for all annotated transcripts from protein-coding, pseudogenes and noncoding genes. We used bedtools command intersectBed (Quinlan and Hall 2010) to find inverted duplicates having at least 1 nt overlap with a gene, including all the annotated protein-coding, pseudogenes and noncoding genes, and classified them into genic inverted duplicates. Other inverted duplicates were classified into intergenic inverted duplicates. To avoid expression signals from nearby genes, we excluded inverted duplicates whose spacers were within 1 kb of any gene in expression analysis.
We also classified inverted duplicates into repetitive and nonrepetitive inverted duplicates based on the repeat annotations created by RepeatMasker (http://www.repeatmasker. org; last accessed March 25, 2017) from UCSC. RepeatMasker identified low complexity regions and repetitive regions, including long Interspersed Elements (LINE), Short Interspersed Elements (SINE), simple repeat, LTR and other repeats, in DNA sequences. We referred inverted duplicates that have at least 1 nt overlap with any repeat as repetitive inverted duplicates and others as nonrepetitive inverted duplicates.
We further separated inverted duplicates into five groups based on their arm length to test whether inverted duplicates of different arm length might have different patterns. The 0, 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100 quantiles of arm length for human inverted duplicates were 10, 14, 17, 22, 36, and 10,000 nt. We thus classified inverted duplicates, as well as mirror duplicates, in human and mouse into the five groups: SS (10-13 nt), S (14-16 nt), M (17-21 nt), L (22-35 nt), and LL (36-10,000 nt).
Dating Inverted Duplicates on the Phylogenetic Tree of Vertebrates
We modified a previous pipeline (Zhang et al. 2010a ) to date inverted duplicates on the vertebrate phylogenetic tree based on reciprocal syntenic alignments between genomes. We performed whole-genome pairwise alignments between human/ mouse and the 19 species (chimpanzee, orangutan, rhesus macaque, marmoset, rat, guinea pig, rabbit, dog, cow, armadillo, African elephant, tenrec, opossum, platypus, chicken, lizard, frog, fugu, zebrafish, as well as between human and mouse, by LASTZ (Harris 2007) . Following the UCSC Genome Browser manual (Meyer et al. 2013) , we generated reciprocal best LiftOver chain files from the alignments and aligned human and mouse inverted duplicates to the other species. We defined an inverted duplicate as present in a species if it could be aligned to the species using this method no matter whether it was still an inverted duplicate in the species. Based on the presence and absence of inverted duplicates in the genomes, we dated human and mouse inverted duplicates to the branches on the phylogenetic tree, and used the mid-point of the branches as their origination time (Zhang et al. 2010a ).
Expression Profiling
RNA-seq reads from 20 human tissues (trachea, thyroid, thymus, testis, spleen, prostate, placenta, ovary, muscle, lung, liver, kidney, intestine, heart, esophagus, colon, cervix, brain, bladder, and adipose; Clark et al. 2015) and 22 mouse tissues (thymus, testis, subcutaneous adipose, stomach, spleen, small intestine, placenta, ovary, mammary gland, lung, liver, large intestine, kidney, heart, genital adipose, frontal lobe, duodenum, cortex, colon, cerebellum, bladder, and adrenal; Lin et al. 2014) were download from NCBI's Sequence Read Archive (SRA) (accession numbers: SRP047192, SRP012040). We aligned SRA sequencing data, as well as raw reads in FASTQ format, by HISAT2 (v2.0.4) (Kim et al. 2015) with provided index for the reference genomes (-x) and annotations (-known-splicesite-infile).
To estimate the expression level of inverted duplicates, we quantified discrete counts of reads overlapping the spacer and flanking 1 kb of each inverted duplicate by coveragebed in BedTools v2.25.0 (Quinlan and Hall 2010) , normalized the read counts by R package DESeq2 v1.6.3 (Love et al. 2014) . For each inverted duplicate, maximum normalized read counts among 20 human tissues and 22 mouse tissues were calculated as expression of the inverted duplicate for human and mouse.
To define expression status for intergenic inverted duplicates with high confidence, we used a stringent cutoff derived from the expression level of genic inverted duplicates. The median expression of all the genic inverted duplicates were taken as the expression cutoff for intergenic inverted duplicates. Intergenic inverted duplicates with normalized read count in any tissue higher than the cutoff were termed as expressed inverted duplicates, and others were unexpressed.
Results
Abundance of Inverted Duplicates in Human and Mouse Genomes
We carried out a genome-wide search for inverted duplicates (defined as two copies of 10-10,000 nt reverse complementary arm sequences separated by a 0-1,000 nt spacer; fig. 1A ) in 21 vertebrate genomes, including human, mouse, chimpanzee, orangutan, rhesus macaque, marmoset, rat, guinea pig, rabbit, dog, cow, armadillo, African elephant, tenrec, opossum, platypus, chicken, lizard, frog, fugu, and zebrafish (Lindblad-Toh et al. 2011) . Abundant inverted duplicates were observed in the genomes, ranging from 377,552 in fugu to 5,087,596 in opossum (see supplementary table S1, Supplemental Material online). Specifically, we identified 4,315,271 inverted duplicates in human (19% of the genome, included 1,891,032 intergenic inverted duplicates) and 3,174,675 in mouse (14% of the genome, included 1,752,433 intergenic inverted duplicates). To understand the mechanisms underlying such abundance, we focused on human and mouse because they had high-quality reference sequences (Dietrich et al. 1996; Mueller et al. 2013; Olivier et al. 2001 ) and annotations (Church et al. 2009; Ross et al. 2005) , as well as rich high-throughput sequencing data for functional genomic analysis.
To test whether the abundance of inverted duplicates was common for other comparable elements, like mirror duplicates (defined as inverted duplicates, but the two copies are in reverse rather than reverse complementary) and direct duplicates (defined as inverted duplicates, but the two copies are the same), we used mirror duplicates ( fig. 1B) as a close comparative system with the inverted duplicates of interest. We did not use direct duplicates because they could not be identified through the same process as inverted duplicates with similar sensitivity, whereas mirror duplicates could. In total, we identified 6,547,895 mirror duplicates in human (19% of the genome, included 2,936,365 intergenic mirror duplicates) and 7,760,250 in mouse (16% of the genome, included 4,511,292 intergenic mirror duplicates), demonstrating even higher abundance than inverted duplicates ( fig. 1C , P < 0.001). The higher abundance of mirror duplicates than inverted duplicates was also observed in 17 of the other 19 vertebrate genomes, except for platypus and frog (see supplementary table S1, Supplemental Material online). Meanwhile, inverted and mirror duplicates were similarly abundant in randomly shuffled chromosomes ( fig. 1C , Wilcoxon signed rank test, P > 0.05), ruling out the possibility that the higher abundance of mirror duplicates was due to bias introduced by detection methodologies. Therefore, the abundance of inverted duplicates might be common for other duplicated elements. The abundance of inverted duplicates could be resulted from rapid gain through mutational mechanisms and/or maintenance of functional elements under selection. We then focused on intergenic inverted duplicates without known functions to explore the mechanisms. Intergenic inverted duplicates were referred to as inverted duplicates in the following text useless otherwise specified.
Repetitive regions may facilitate the growth of duplicates through mutational mechanisms (Bailey et al. 2003; FistonLavier et al. 2007 ) by repeated insertion of transposable elements (Lobachev et al. 2000) and DNA replication errors (Brewer et al. 2011) . To estimate the contribution of mutational mechanisms to the abundance of inverted duplicates, we classified the duplicates into those in repetitive and nonrepetitive regions of the genomes. We found that inverted duplicates and mirror duplicates were enriched 2-to 8-fold in repetitive regions (inverted duplicate density: 1.71 per kb in human and 1.67 per kb in mouse; mirror duplicate density: 2.99 per kb in human and 5.19 per kb in mouse) relative to nonrepetitive regions (inverted duplicate density: 0.82 per kb in human and 0.62 per kb in mouse; mirror duplicate density: 0.83 per kb in human and 0.67 per kb in mouse), supporting the idea that repetitive regions facilitate the origination of inverted and mirror duplicates. Interestingly, although the counts of mirror duplicates were 75-210% more than inverted duplicates for repetitive regions, they were only 1-8% more for nonrepetitive regions. Compared with mirror duplicates, thus, inverted duplicates were enriched in nonrepetitive regions, where they might form at lower frequency under mutational mechanisms ( fig. 1D , Fisher's exact test, FET, P < 0.001).
Higher Potential for Inverted Duplicates to Form Hairpins
Some inverted duplicates may play a functional role through the formation of hairpin structures when transcribed (Castel and Martienssen 2013; Tao et al. 2007a Tao et al. , 2007b . To determine the potential for inverted duplicates to form hairpins, we first examined arm and spacer length, as inverted duplicates with longer arms and shorter spacers should form more stable hairpin structures (Zuker and Stiegler 1981) . Although we found human inverted duplicates were longer than mirror duplicates ( fig. 2A) , mouse inverted duplicates were shorter ( fig.  2A) . Moreover, the spacers of inverted duplicates were longer in both human and mouse ( fig. 2A) . We further separated inverted duplicates into five groups (SS, S, M, L, and LL, from shortest to longest) based on their arm length, and test whether each group showed similar patterns. We found inverted duplicates in all the groups had longer spacer than mirror duplicates. The LL group of inverted duplicates had the longest spacers among all the groups in both human and mouse genomes, whereas LL group of mirror duplicates had the smallest spacers ( fig. 2C-F) .
To directly assay folding ability of inverted duplicates, we predicted the secondary structures of RNAs transcribed from inverted duplicates and converted mirror duplicates (inverted duplicates computationally generated from mirror duplicates by converting their right arms to complementary sequences) using Minimum Free Energy (MFE) structure and pairing probability. We used structures with at least six Watson-Crick (A-U or C-G) or wobble base pairs (U-G) between the arms ! 21 nt in length and MFE À15 kcal/mol as a cutoff for defining a hairpin encoding element (termed as "structurally stable", see 
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Materials and Methods). We found 1,196,909 (63%) human inverted duplicates and 1,073,564 (61%) mouse inverted duplicates were structurally stable, whereas 1,655,063 (56%) human converted mirror duplicates and 2,515,846 (56%) mouse converted mirror duplicates were structurally stable ( fig. 2G ). Although converted mirror duplicates also had reverse complementary arms as inverted duplicates, lower percentage of them were structurally stable in both human and mouse than inverted duplicates ( fig. 2G) . Distinctively, we found lower percentage of structurally stable inverted duplicates in the L and LL groups in human and LL group in mouse than converted mirror duplicates, whereas higher percentage of structurally stable inverted duplicates in other groups ( fig.  2H and J) .
Enrichment of Expressed Structurally Stable Inverted Duplicates
Inverted duplicates can function as hairpin RNAs only if they are expressed. We took advantage of previously published RNA-seq data from 20 human tissues (Clark et al. 2015) and 22 mouse tissues (Gan et al. 2013; Lin et al. 2014 ) to identify expressed inverted duplicates. We used stringent criteria to define expressed inverted duplicates. The maximum normalized read counts of an inverted duplicate across all the tissues were taken as the expression level of the inverted duplicates. Inverted duplicates with normalized read counts in any tissue higher than the median expression level of all genic inverted duplicates were termed as expressed inverted duplicates. In total, 147,567 (7.8%) human inverted duplicates and 99,078 (5.7%) mouse inverted duplicates were expressed, whereas 216,067 (7.4%) human mirror duplicates and 248,345 (5.5%) mouse mirror duplicates were expressed, demonstrating the statistically significant, albeit small, enrichment of expressed inverted duplicates (FET, P < 0.001), which motivated further examination.
Furthermore, we tested the cooccurrence between hairpin structure and expression. If structure and expression were correlated, then more expressed inverted duplicates should be structurally stable and more structurally stable inverted duplicates should be expressed. Interestingly, we found the proportion of structurally stable inverted duplicates in expressed inverted duplicates (63.9% in human and 65.4% in mouse) were higher than that in unexpressed inverted duplicates (63.2% in human and 61.0% in mouse) ( fig. 3A and B, FET, P < 0.001) and the proportion of expressed inverted duplicates in structurally stable inverted duplicates (7.9% in human and 6.0% in mouse) were also higher than that in unstable inverted duplicates (7.7% in human and 5.1% in mouse) ( fig. 3C and D, FET, P < 0.001). Meanwhile, both the proportion of structurally stable inverted duplicates in expressed inverted duplicates and of expressed inverted duplicates in structurally stable inverted duplicates were higher than that for mirror duplicates (56.6% and 7.4% in human, 56.7% and 5.6% in mouse) ( fig. 3E -H, FET, P < 0.001). Besides, we found the enrichment of expressed inverted duplicates in structurally stable inverted duplicates and of structurally stable inverted duplicates in expressed inverted duplicates existed in all the five groups classified by arm length ( fig. 3I-L ).
Higher Portion of Old Inverted Duplicates than That for Mirror Duplicates
To measure evolutionary age distribution of inverted duplicates, we dated all intergenic inverted duplicates based on presence and absence in the phylogenetic tree of vertebrates ( fig. 4A and B) . Nearly all the intergenic inverted duplicates, including 1,858,342 human inverted duplicates (98%, branch 5-12) and 1,735,811 mouse inverted duplicates (99%, branch 5-11), were originated after the split of eutherian mammals and marsupial ( fig. 4C ). Among the eutherian-specific inverted duplicates, 1,487,223 human inverted duplicates were primate-specific (79%, branch 8-12) (see supplementary table S2, Supplemental Material online) and 1,626,075 mouse inverted duplicates were rodent-specific (93%, branch 8-11) (see supplementary table S3, Supplemental Material online, fig. 4C ). We referred these inverted duplicates as young inverted duplicates and others as old inverted duplicates. Considering there are only 9% primate-specific and 15% rodent-specific protein-coding genes, and 19% primate-specific and 21% rodent-specific miRNAs in human and mouse (Zhang et al. 2010b ) using the same criteria, the portion of order-specific inverted duplicates was much higher than known functional elements. Although it might suggest rapid evolution of inverted duplicates, it could also be partly explained by the bias of age dating method (Moyers and Zhang 2015) . The method depended on the detection of orthologs via sequence homology, and the age of DNA elements would be underestimated especially when they were short and evolved fast as most inverted duplicates (Moyers and Zhang 2015) . Such method bias would be avoided in the comparison between inverted duplicates and mirror duplicates, because they were similar in length and were dated with the same method. We found the portion of old inverted duplicates was higher than that for mirror duplicates ( fig. 4D ), demonstrating slower evolution of inverted duplicates than mirror duplicates.
FIG. 2.-Continued
Barplot for percentage of structurally stable inverted duplicates (gray) and converted mirror duplicates (white). The five groups SS, S, M, L, LL were classified by arm length from shortest to longest. The boxes represent IQR, and the whiskers indicate 1.5 Â IQR above and below the boxes. IDs: inverted duplicates; MDs: mirror duplicates; cMDs: converted mirror duplicates. ***FET, P < 0.001 (compared with corresponding converted mirror duplicates). Structurally−stable The phylogenic tree of vertebrates was constructed as described in (Zhang et al. 2010b) . Branches leading to human and mouse are marked with orange line. Branch names are shown at each branch. Primate-specific and rodent-specific inverted duplicates are The slower evolution of inverted duplicates than mirror duplicates may be resulted from either slower gain and/or slower loss of inverted duplicates compared with mirror duplicates. We found younger inverted duplicates had lower abundance than mirror duplicates ( fig. 4D ), suggesting slower gain of inverted duplicates. The relative abundance of inverted duplicates increased with age ( fig. 4D ), demonstrating slower loss (or higher conservation in other words) of inverted duplicates than mirror duplicates. Furthermore, the percentage of old inverted duplicates was greater than that of old mirror duplicates in all the five groups classified by arm length, except for the LL group in human ( fig. 4E and F) .
Discussion
We identified large number of inverted duplicates dispersed in the intergenic regions of human and mouse genomes. To find out mechanisms underlying the abundance of inverted duplicates, we analyzed their density distribution, structures, expression and phylogenetic distribution. In this discussion, we discuss about the rationality of our methods in determining the potential role of noncoding elements. We also discuss about the potential roles of inverted duplicates as a basis to understand the biological property of already known gigantic numbers of noncoding RNAs in large transcribed intergenic regions in metazoan genomes.
Controls for Inverted Duplicates
Repetitive regions are abundant in mammalian genomes (de Koning et al. 2011 ). It's not clear whether their abundance, structures, expression patterns and evolutionary age distribution are due to background evolutionary forces on neutral or slightly deleterious mutations or selection for favorable elements. Therefore, a nonfunctional control is essential for separating positive selection from background evolutionary forces, and determining the functionality of inverted duplicates. In this study, we used mirror duplicates as a major nonfunctional control for inverted duplicates. We identified similar number of inverted and mirror duplicates in randomly shuffled chromosomes and thus excluded the possibility of introducing differences to their comparison from identification methods. Also, we observed that mirror duplicates, compared with inverted duplicates, had higher abundance in repetitive regions and less conservation. These observations support that mirror duplicates are at least less likely to be functional than inverted duplicates, and thus can be used as nonfunctional control for inverted duplicates.
Besides mirror duplicates, we also used inverted duplicates in simulated chromosomes and converted mirror duplicates as controls to determine the function of inverted duplicates based on different hypothesis. A simple null hypothesis is that inverted duplicates were originated randomly in the genomes. By comparing with inverted duplicates in simulated randomly shuffle chromosomes, we can tell inverted duplicates are not originated randomly because they are enriched 7-to 9-fold than those in simulated chromosomes. To explore the hypothesis that inverted duplicates function as hairpins, we compared them with converted mirror duplicates. Converted mirror duplicates have reverse complementary arms as inverted duplicates. By comparing the secondary structures between inverted duplicates and converted mirror duplicates, we can tell that inverted duplicates tend to form hairpins because more inverted duplicates are structurally stable than converted mirror duplicates. The simulated inverted duplicates and converted mirror duplicates fit well with our null hypothesis, and thus can be used as complementary controls to mirror duplicates for inverted duplicates
Roles of Intergenic Inverted Duplicates
Our observations revealed dual effects, advantageous effects via hairpin RNAs (Castel and Martienssen 2013) and deleterious effects by forming hairpins (Lobachev et al. 2000) , of inverted duplicates.
Clues for the functionality of inverted duplicates via hairpin RNAs were found in four angles: In density distribution, inverted duplicates showed enrichment relative to mirror duplicates in nonrepetitive regions; In structures, the potential of inverted duplicates to form hairpins was higher than that of converted mirror duplicates; In expression, expressed inverted duplicates were enriched in structurally stable inverted duplicates than in unstable inverted duplicates; In evolutionary age distribution, inverted duplicates showed higher portion of old ones than mirror duplicates. Furthermore, given that previously reported vast majority of genomic regions in human and Drosophila are transcribed (Li et al. 2009; Pennisi 2007) , we propose that at least part of the identified large numbers of intergenic inverted duplicates are likely to be located in the vast transcribed genomic regions and some may even function as noncoding RNAs. In fact, 147,567 (7.8%) human inverted duplicates and 99,078 (5.7%) mouse inverted duplicates have been identified to be parts in transcripts from intergenic DNAs even with strict criteria. This also supports the potential role of inverted duplicates as noncoding RNAs. To experimentally test the function of inverted duplicates may be a challenge but not impossible, given the genome editing techniques that have been developed and are being improved (Chen et al. 2015; Platt et al. 2014; Xue et al. 2014) .
Meanwhile, the lower abundance of inverted duplicates than mirror duplicates, especially in repetitive regions and for young duplicates, suggests that inverted duplicates may subject to stronger background selection against their deleterious effects than mirror duplicates. It is in consistent with the deleterious effects of large inverted duplicates (Darmon et al. 2010; Lobachev et al. 2000; Lu et al. 2015; Mizuno et al. 2009; Tanaka and Yao 2009) .
We can roughly weigh the two effects from the five groups of inverted duplicates classified by arm length. Generally, all the groups showed similar patterns supporting the function of inverted duplicates via hairpin RNAs. However, the L group of inverted duplicates in human and LL group in both human and mouse showed lower potential to form hairpin structures than mirror duplicates. Besides, the LL group in human showed lower portion of old ones than that for mirror duplicates. These observations suggest that deleterious effects of large inverted duplicates can overweigh advantageous effects when they form large hairpin structures. Therefore, large hairpin structures are disfavored even for functional inverted duplicates (Darmon et al. 2010; Lobachev et al. 2000; Lu et al. 2015; Mizuno et al. 2009; Tanaka and Yao 2009) . Our inference is supported by previous study in human on 166 large (arm length >8 kb) inverted duplicates, which may function in male germ-line gene expression and/or maintaining sequence integrity by gene conversion (Warburton et al. 2004) . Despite the large arm size, 159 (96%) of the inverted duplicates have spacer >1 kb and thus are not likely to form hairpin structures (Warburton et al. 2004) , supporting that large hairpin structures are disfavored even for functional inverted duplicates.
To summarize, we have examined the intergenic inverted duplicates in human and mouse in four angles, and found that at least some of them are likely to be functional. Furthermore, the expression and hairpin structure could be important to the function of inverted duplicates. Meanwhile, large hairpin structures are disfavored even for functional inverted duplicates.
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